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Abstract

Potential Induced Degradation of CIGS Solar Cells

Fredrik Rostvall

This thesis studies the effects of Na diffusion in Cu(In,Ga)Se2 (CIGS) solar cells, 
caused by electrical Potential Induced Degradation (PID) and how to prevent it. This 
was done by subjecting CIGS solar cells a temperature of 850C and an electrical bias 
from the backside of the glass substrate to the Mo back contact of the CIGS cell. 
When the bias was negative at the back contact the Na diffused in to the CIGS
(degradation) and when it was positive the ions diffused out again (recovery). The 
CIGS samples were electrically characterized with IV- and EQE-measurements during 
these conditions and compositional depth profiling was used to track the Na 
distribution.
This study showed that during degradation Na seemed to accumulate in the interfaces 
between the different layers in the CIGS cell. The buffer and window layers are 
strongly affected by Na diffusion. Zn(O,S) buffer layer showed a clear difference in 
recovery behavior compared to CdS buffer layer. The introduction of an Al2O3 
barrier layer between the CIGS and Mo back contact increased the degradation time 
from 50h to 160h. During this study it was also found that in some cases the CIGS 
solar cells efficiency could be improved by degrading the cells and then recovering 
them, in the best case from 13% average energy efficiency to 15% efficiency.
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Försämring av verkningsgrad hos tunnfilmssolceller 
orsakad av natriumdiffusion. 

Bakgrund 
Solceller som är tillverkade med  glas substrat  kan under vissa utomhusförhållanden 
utsättas för en elektrisk potentialskillnad mellan baksidan på glaset och bakkontakten. Om 
denna potentialskillnad är tillräckligt hög kan natriumjoner från glaset ansamlas i 
backkontakten för att sedan diffundera in i det aktiva lagret av solcellen och bryta ner den. 
Detta är ett ökande problem då fler solceller installeras, samtidigt som kraven på lång livstid 
och effektivitet ökar. 

 
Natriumjoner diffunderar från glaset in i solcellen (CIGS) 

Kiselsolceller och tunnfilmsolceller använder oftast glas i sin struktur på grund av att glas har 
goda egenskaper såsom god vidhäftning och för CIGS tunnfilmsolceller, termiska expansion 
är också väl anpassad till CIGS-materialet. Detta gör det inte helt enkelt att byta ut glas mot 
andra material. Dock finns det natriumfria glas men dessa är förhållandevis dyra. En 
alternativ lösning, där vanligt glas ändå kan användas, skulle vara att föredra. 
Tidigare har nedbrytningens dynamik observerats, men en återhämtningsdynamik har också 
observerats där solcellerna kan återhämta sig om potentialskillnad tas bort. 
Återhämtningens dynamik ökas dramatisk om en omvänd potentialskillnad läggs på mellan 
bakkontakten och glaset. 

 

 

Experimentuppställning 
För att öka förståelsen för dynamiken mellan nedbryting och återhämtning och för att hitta 
eventuella lösningar så utförs i detta examensarbete ett antal experiment. För att simulera 



de rätta förhållanden för att natriumorsakad nedbrytning ska ske, så löds en koppartråd på 
bakkonakten och en annan tejpas på glasets baksida med aluminiumtejp. 

En solcell inne i en ugn med en spänning över substratglaset. 

En spänning på 50V läggs på mellan tejpen och bakkontakten. Allt detta placeras i en ugn 
med en temperatur av 85oC för att skynda på diffusionen av natrium. Solcellerna mäts 
elektriskt före, under och efter nedbrytningen och återhämtningen. 

Följande experiment gjordes: 

• Testa hur tjockleken av solcellerna påverkar nedbrytningstiden.

• Analys av var natriumet ansamlar sig i solcellen

• Påverkan på fönsterlager och bufferlager.

• Testa att införa ett barriärlager mellan CIGS och bakkontakten för att förhindra
natrium diffusion.

Resultat och Slutsatser 

Efter ett flertal försök så kunde följande resultat och slutsatser ges: Tjockare solceller tar 
längre tid att brytas ner. Natriumet ansamlas mest mellan de olika lagren i solcellen. Fönster 
och bufferlager påverkas mycket av natrium diffusion vilket kan innebära att det finns 
potentiella lösningar där. En barriär av aluminiumoxid mellan CIGS och bakkontakten 
förlänger tiden solcellen kan motstå nedbrytningen med upp till 3 gånger. Efter både 
nedbrytning och återhämtning förbättrades vissa solcellers effektivitet med upp till 10% av 
ursprungliga effektiviteten. Dessa var framförallt de solceller med barriär, vilket förklaras av 
att CIGS-skiktet innan spännings-cyklingen inte har haft optimalt natriuminnehåll. 
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1. Introduction

1.1 Background 

As the demand for renewable energy increases, so too does the demand for cheaper and more 
efficient photovoltaic (PV) solar cells. The most common, commercial PV solar cells are made from 
mono-crystalline silicon, but these are expensive to produce. Thin film PV solar cells made from 
Cu(In,Ga)Se2 (CIGS) uses less material while being cheaper to produce and therefore this technology 
is a good alternative. Besides the need to be efficient and reasonably priced, a successful PV solar 
cell technology also requires a long life time (20-30 years). Even though most commercial solar cells 
are stable under dry conditions, there is an obstacle to their long term stability namely potential 
induced degradation (PID). PID, which can occur for example with CIGS modules using a glass 
substrate, is a phenomenon where sodium (Na) diffuses into the CIGS module (figure 1.1) and 
decreases its efficiency [1-4]. Earlier tests have shown that CIGS modules produced on sodium free 
substrate glass are completely immune to PID [5, 6]. However these specialty glasses are predicted 
to be more expensive compared to soda lime glass which is normally used as substrate for CIGS. In 
this report it is also shown that the degraded solar cells can be recovered back to their original state 
[5]. 

Figure 1.1. Illustration of a PID, where the Na+ are pushed to the back contact via an electric field E. 
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1.2 Purpose and Method 

The purpose of this thesis is to increase the understanding of PID and its effects on CIGS solar cells 
and try to find ways to avert this phenomenon. A series of experiments were made which included 
producing the needed samples, putting them through the PID cycle and tracking their electrical 
performance and Na distribution. To create the conditions for PID to occur, a power source for 
applying a bias over the substrate and an oven to regulate the temperature were used (figure 1.2). A 
“PID Rig” was built to accommodate a large enough sample size and to ensure easy access to the 
samples. 

Figure 1.2. Schematic picture of the setup inside an oven. 
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2. Theory

2.1 Basic Properties of Solar Cells 

A solar cell is a semiconductor that converts sunlight into electricity by photo generation of charge 
carriers. Incoming photons excite electrons from the valence band into the conduction band, 
creating an electron hole pair which can be separated by a p-n junction. Then the charge carriers 
are collected by electrical contacts and connected to an external circuit. 

Solar cells efficiency is calculated by measuring the IV characteristics of the solar cell and dividing 
the output power at the maximum power point (MPP) with the irradiating power of incoming light 
(Pirrad). A typical diode curve, resulting from a light IV measurement is shown in figure 2.1. The 
power from the IV characteristic must be maximized in order to obtain the MPP: 

𝑑𝑃
𝑑𝑉

= 𝑑(𝐼∙𝑉)
𝑑𝑉

= 0 (2.1) 

where P is the power, V is the voltage and I is the current. With this the efficiency (η) can be 
calculated as following: 

𝜂 = 𝐽𝑀𝑃𝑃∙𝑉𝑀𝑃𝑃
𝑃𝑖𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑑

(2.2) 

where JMPP is the current density at MPP and VMPP the voltage at MPP. 

For short circuit conditions (V=0) the photocurrent is called short circuit density (Jsc). For open 
circuit conditions (I=0) the voltage is called open circuit voltage (Voc). With these two variables and 
the ones from eq.2.3 we get the definition of fill factor (FF): 

𝐹𝐹 = 𝐽𝑀𝑃𝑃∙𝑉𝑀𝑃𝑃
𝐽𝑠𝑐∙𝑉𝑜𝑐

(2.3) 
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Figure 2.1. A diode curve of solar cells with the basic parameters. The yellow line shows power versus 
voltage and the black line is the characteristic IV line. 

Now η can be rewritten as: 

𝜂 = 𝐽𝑠𝑐∙𝑉𝑜𝑐∙𝐹𝐹
𝑃𝑖𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑑

(2.4) 

We can describe a solar cell as a circuit (figure 2.2) [7] where Rs is the serial resistance in the cell and 
Rp is the parallel resistance (shunt resistance) over the cell and Jphoto the photo current. If the Rp is 
infinitely large and Rs zero, then the diode is ideal and the graph will a high FF. 

Figure 2.2. The circuit equivalent of a solar cell [7]. 

J(V) is characterized by: 

𝐽(𝑉) = 𝐽𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑘 + 𝐽𝑝ℎ𝑜𝑡𝑜 = 𝐽0 ∙ �𝑒
𝑞𝑉
𝐵𝑘𝑇−1� − 𝐽𝑝ℎ𝑜𝑡𝑜 (2.5) 
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where Jdark is the current when the cell is in the dark, k is Boltzmans constant, T is the temperature in 
Kelvin, q is the electronic charge, B is the diode ideality factor (B=1 for an ideal diode) and J0 the 
reverse saturation current density of the diode. Voc can be expressed as: 

𝑉𝑜𝑐 = 𝐵𝑘𝑇
𝑞
𝑙𝑛 �𝐽𝑝ℎ𝑜𝑡𝑜

𝐽0
+ 1� (2.6) 

When the voltage is zero: 

𝐽 = −𝐽𝑝ℎ𝑜𝑡𝑜 = 𝐽𝑠𝑐 (2.7) 

A dependence between Jsc and Voc can be found: 

𝐽𝑠𝑐 = 𝐽0 ∙ �𝑒
𝑞𝑉𝑜𝑐
𝐵𝑘𝑇 − 1�  (2.8) 

Non-ideal resistances change the diode curve from an almost perfect rectangle to a more curvy 
shape. If those parasitic resistances are included in the model, the single diode model yields for the 
voltage dependent current: 

𝐽(𝑉) = 𝐽𝑠𝑐 − 𝐽0 ∙ �𝑒
𝑞∙(𝑉+𝐽𝐴𝑅𝑠)

𝐵𝑘𝑇 − 1� − 𝑉+𝐽𝐴𝑅𝑠
𝑅𝑝

 (2.9) 

where A is the area of the solar cell. Figure 2.3 shows the changes in the diode characteristic when 
parasitic resistances are included. 

Figure 2.3. The figure illustrates the changes in the diode curve brought upon by non-ideal parasitic resistance 
[7]. 
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2.2 EQE Measurement 

External Quantum Efficiency (EQE) is the ratio of the number of charge carriers collected by the 
solar cell compared to the number of photons incident on to the solar cell surface from the outside 
at a certain wavelength. The equation for EQE for a specific wavelength is: 

𝐸𝑄𝐸𝜆 = 𝑁𝑒
𝑁𝑣

(2.10) 

where Ne is the number of electrons produced per second and Nv is the number of photons that 
are emitted on to the solar cell per second . EQE is measured for all wavelength intervals and a 
typical EQE curve is obtained (figure 2.4). This is a very useful measurement, giving information 
about the lowest bandgap in the solar cell (band-gap cut-off) as well as the collection efficiency for 
various wavelengths of light. 

Figure 2.4. A typical EQE curve for a CIGS solar cell. 

The EQE measurement can be used to calculate the Jsc. This is done by integrating the product of 
the EQE with the number of photons for each wavelength according to equation:  

𝐽𝑠𝑐 = 𝑞 ∫𝜙(𝜆) ∙ 𝐸𝑄𝐸(𝜆)𝑑𝜆 (2.11) 

where φ is the photon flux density. 

The Jsc obtained from this measurement is a more accurate value compared to the Jsc  from the IV 
measurement, since there is always a spectral mismatch between the real sunlight and various 
kinds of solar simulators [8]. 
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2.3 Glow Discharge Optical Emission Spectroscopy 

GDOES is a spectroscopy method used to determine the composition of elements in a material. It 
consists of a vacuum vessel, wherein physically separated surfaces within the vessel form a 
cathode and an anode (figure 2.5).  The chamber is filled with a discharge gas (normally Ar) at low 
pressure (10-1000 Pa). Then a voltage is applied to create a discharge between the cathode and 
the anode.   

Figure 2.5. A Grimm-type discharge source [9]. 

This will result in a plasma were the electrons go from the cathode to the anode. The plasma will 
start sputtering away material from the sample. The sputter rate can be calculated with an 
empirical expression reference: 

𝑞𝑠 = 𝐶𝑞𝑠𝑖(𝑈 − 𝑈0𝑏) (2.12) 

where 𝑞𝑠= the mass loss rate of sample s, i = current, U = voltage and Cqs, U0b are sputtering rate 
constants of sample s. The sputtering rate for our measurement is typically between 1-10 µm/min 
as calculated from measurements of the crater depth.  

Sputtered atoms from the sample will be ionized in the plasma, and by analyzing the characteristic 
emissions from the ions when they relax the composition can be determined. By recording the 
optical emission as a function of sputtering time an elemental depth profile can be obtained. To do 
this one needs a multichannel spectrometer (figure 2.6) in order to achieve a high enough count 
rate (100 counts/s). 
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Figure 2.6. Schematic diagram of a multichannel GDOES spectrometer system [10]. 

A spectrometer of this type has a fixed grating and is equipped with multiple photomultiplier 
detectors for up to 60 different wavelengths, which is determined by the secondary slits. 

2.4 CIGS Solar Cells 

CIGS consists of CuInxGa1-xSe2 where the value of x can vary from 1 (pure CuInSe2) to 0 (pure, CuGaSe2). 
Its band gap can be varied continuously between 1.0 eV for CuInSe2 to 1.7 eV for CuGaSe2 and is a 
good light absorber which makes it suitable for thin film solar cells. CIGS can be deposited on both 
flexible and rigid substrates, the most common being soda lime glass. A CIGS solar cell consists of 
several layers (figure 2.7) deposited on a substrate starting with the back contact. 

Figure 2.7. TEM picture of a CIGS solar cell cross-section. 
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The Mo back contact is deposited on the soda lime substrate in a dc sputtering system (figure 2.8).Then 
the CIGS absorber layer is deposited inside a vacuum evaporator (BAK) by co-evaporation from elemental 
sources (Cu, Ga, In and Se) at a substrate temperature of about 530oC. After this the samples deposited 
with CdS using a wet chemical process (Chemical Bath Deposition, or CBD). The CdS deposition is 
performed in a water bath at 60oC in a solution consisting of ammonia, cadmium acetate and thiourea and 
takes about 8 minutes. Then the ZnO window layer is deposited by sputtering in two steps, first a high-
resistance intrinsic-ZnO (i-ZnO). This is to prevent shunting in the cell [10]. Second a low-resistance Al+ 
doped ZnO (ZnO:Al+). Next the front contact consisting of a Ni-Al-Ni stack is deposited by electron gun 
evaporation through a shadow mask. Finally the cells are scribed using a hard metal tip to make 0.5 cm2 
cells. Anti-reflective coating of MgF2 is deposited with thermall evaporation on some of the samples. All 
steps are described more in detail in reference [12].    

Figure 2.8. Schematic representation of the different layers in CIGS solar cell 
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3. Experiment Setup

3.1 Electrical Characterization 

All samples were measured with a custom made IV-measurement setup (figure 3.1). The IV-setup 
consists of a halogen lamp equipped with a cold mirror reflector, which is calibrated with a Si-
based calibration cell. There is a considerable spectral mismatch between the lamp spectrum and 
the Air mass 1.5 spectrum (figure 3.2) . The intensity is regulated to correspond to a photon flux 
100bmW/cm 2 (1kW/m2, one-sun of illumination at AM1.5) for the calibration cell by adjusting 
the lamp height. The temperature of the samples is held at 25oC. The cells are measured with a 4-
point probe to remove the effect of probe/cell contact resistance. During a measurement, the 
voltage is scanned in small steps from -0.5 V to 1 V and the current is measured for each voltage 
value. Measurements are performed both in light and in dark conditions. A dark measurement is 
a useful measurement to obtain the basic diode properties of a solar cell. 

Figure 3.1. Schematics of the IV-setup, the current and voltage are measured separately to overcome 
contact resistance problems. In our set-up, both contacts are connected at the top of the solar cell by a set 

of probes. 

The samples are measured after preparation for PID before applying any degradation voltage to 
detect any changes to the cells introduced by the preparations.  
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Figure 3.2. Standard airmass 1.5 spectrum compared with the spectrums from typical solar simulator 

sources. The 120 V ELH was used in the IV-setup [13].  

The light intensity is calibrated by first measuring the EQE for a sample and then calculating the 
Jsc for one cell, then adjusting the height of the lamp until the IV-measurement give the same Jsc 
as for the EQE.  

Results from IV-measurements are illustrated in IV-curves, which are very useful in determining 
Voc,  Jsc, FF and efficiency (EFF). In figure 3.3 an IV-curve from a baseline CIGS solar cell with an EFF 
of 17% is shown. Rp and Rs can also be calculated from this curve, using a matlab script, which fits 
the curve to a one-diode model. 

 
Figure 3.3. An IV-curve of a baseline CIGS solar cell with the following parameters: Voc=0.673 V, Jsc=33.90 

mA/cm2, FF=74.80%, EFF=17.06% . 
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3.2 PID Setup 

CIGS samples containing 12 solar cells (0.5 cm2) were prepared by first etching off excess CdS on the 
rear of the substrate and any traces of ZnO:Al on the edges. This is to ensure a good contact between 
the conducting tape and the substrate and to prevent short circuiting to the back contact. Then a wire 
with split strands is soldered on to the back contact and another wire taped on to the back of the 
substrate with conductive tape (figure 3.4).  

 

Figure 3.4 [a] A unprepared CIGS sample. [b] CIGS has been removed from the edges of the sample to gain 
access to the back contact. [c] Indium is soldered on to the back contact to ensure good electrical contact with 
the wire and the 4 point probe. [d] A wire to the back contact is soldered. [e] Another wire with split strands is 

taped on to the back of the substrate. 

The samples were placed on a rig connecting the wires to a power supply (Keithley 2401 
SourceMeter). The power supply was set to give a potential difference of 50V between the back 
contact and the rear substrate surface (figure 3.5).  

[a] [b] 

[c] [d] 

[e] 



 

Figure 3.5. The PID rig and power supply. 

The rig was placed in an oven at 85oC (with the potential bias on) for 50 hours. This is the degradation 
step. After 50 hours the power was switched of and the rig removed from the oven. IV measurement 
that followed after this step confirmed that the cells were degraded (figure 3.6).  
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Figure 3.6. IV measurements of a degraded cell with Voc=0.001 V, Jsc=0,33 mA/cm2, FF=0, EFF=0 (top) and a 
working cell (bottom). 

After the measurement the samples were placed on the rig again and put into the oven with the 
potential bias reversed. This is the recovery step. During recovery the samples were removed from 
the oven and measured with IV and EQE to log their recovery at predetermined time intervals.  
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3.3 General Properties 

To get a better understanding of the diffusion mechanisms during PID two experiments were made. 
First experiment was to see how the substrate and CIGS thickness, affected the degradation process. 
Six samples were made with different thicknesses (table 3.1).  

Table 3.1. Samples with varying thickness of the glass substrate. Cu/III is the ratio between copper and group III 
elements (Ga+In). Ga/III is the ratio between Ga and group III elements (Ga+In). For samples 4A and 4B the 

thickness of the CIGS layer was about half of that of samples 1A, 1B, 2A and 2B 
Sample Glass CIGS process Cu / III [%] Ga / III [%] CIGS Thickness [µm] 

1A 1mm STD540 91 43 2.05 
1B 1mm STD540 91 43 2.05 
2A 2mm STD540 91 42 1.95 
2B 2mm STD540 91 42 1.95 
4A* 1mm FP1000nm 88 31 1 
4B* 1mm FP1000nm 88 31 1 

 
All cells were degraded for 50 h and then recovered enough to see a clear difference (this took 74 h). 
The cells were measured 3 times during degradation and then 4 times during recovery. This was to 
ensure that any difference could be observed.  

Second experiment was trying to see how the Na distribution inside the CIGS was affected by PID. A 
baseline CIGS sample (table 3.2) was made with part of the sample having a grid and one part without 
grid (figure 3.8) and putt through the PID process. GDOES measurements were done before 
degradation, after degradation and after recovery. IV-measurements were used to confirm when the 
cell was fully degraded and then fully recovered. 

Table 3.2 Baseline samples for GDOES measurement 
Sample Glass CIGS process Cu / III [%] Ga / III [%] CIGS Thickness [µm] 

GDOES1Base 2mm Baseline 91 43 2.3 
 
 

 
Figure 3.7. CIGS sample for GDOES measurements 
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3.4 Buffer and Window Layer 

Results from the first experiments suggested that part of the degradation could be in either the buffer 
or window layer. Two samples and their references were made to test this hypothesis. The two test 
samples were made according to baseline but without grids and the two references according to 
normal baseline (table 3.3). Only the reference samples were measured before PID, since the samples 
without grids could not be measured with IV-measurement. All samples were degraded and the 
degradation was confirmed by measuring the references. After degradation the two samples without 
grids were dipped in HCl to etch away the window and buffer layer. Then new layers and grid was 
applied and then measured. After this both the etched samples and their references were put on 
recovery. 

 Table 3.3 Composition of the samples used for the etch experiments and corresponding thicknesses 
Sample Glass Cu / III [%] Ga / III [%] CIGS Thickness [µm] Type 

2 Baseline samples 2mm 95,0 41,00 1,9 Reference 
2 Baseline samples 

without grid 
2mm 95,0 41,00 1,9 Etching 

 

A second experiment was to test Zn(O,S) as a buffer layer instead of CdS, to see if it was more 
resistant to PID. One baseline sample with the CdS buffer layer replaced by Zn(O,S) and one baseline 
reference was made (table 3.4). 

Table 3.4 Composition of the CIGS used for the window layer experiments and corresponding thickness 
Sample Glass Cu / III [%] Ga / III [%] CIGS Thickness [µm] 

1 Baseline sample 2mm 91,0 43,0 1,9 
1 Baseline sample with Zn(O,S) 2mm 91,0 43,0 1,9 

 

 

3.5 Barrier Layer 

The last experiment tested if a barrier layer of Al2O3 between the CIGS and the back contact could 
prevent or slow down PID by preventing Na from diffusing into the CIGS.  Several samples were made, 
some with Al2O3 barrier layer with different thicknesses and baseline reference for each Al2O3 sample 
(table 3.5).  

Table 3.5 Showing the different samples.  
Samples Glass Cu / III [%] Ga / III [%] CIGS Thickness [µm] 

 Baseline samples 2mm 81,0 27,6 1,0 
Al2O3 barrier layer samples 2mm 81,0 27,6 1,0 
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Atomic layered deposition (ALD) was used to deposit a very thin layer of Al2O3 on the Mo back contact 
[14]. Then nano-sized openings in the Al2O3 layer were created so that the CIGS would have contact 
with the Mo. Then NaF was deposited on the Al2O3 layer to ensure that the CIGS would have enough 
Na during the crystal growth [14]. Some of the Al2O3 barrier layer samples only received a partial grid 
to make it possible for GDOES measurement similar to the GDOESBase1 samples (table 3.2 and 
figure3.7). A TEM was used to check the thickness of the barrier layer and to verify the existence of 
the openings (figure 3.8).  

Figure 3.8. TEM image of CIGS solar cell with Al2O3 Barrier layer. 

IV measurement was used to track the PID progress of the samples. Na distribution was tracked with 
GDOES in the Al2O3 sample.   

Nano-sized local 
point contact 

Al2O3 

Mo

Barrier layer 

CIGS

CdS 

(i-)ZnO(:Al) 

Soda lime glass
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4. Results

4.1 General Properties 

Results from the thickness experiment showed that degradation and recovery time was prolonged 
with increased thickness of both the substrate and the CIGS (figure 4.1).  

Figure 4.1. Diagram shows how the effectiveness of the samples (A samples from table 3.1) is affected during 
PID process. During the first 50h the samples are degrading and after 50 h they are recovering.  

This was to be expected since increased CIGS thickness means a longer diffusion path. A thicker 
substrate lowers the electrical field strength so there is less force acting on the Na+.  

Another thing that was discovered in the thickness experiment was that there was a difference in the 
degradation depending on the position of the samples in the evaporator during the CIGS deposition, A 
and B samples behaves different in PID (figure 4.2). The B samples are degraded slower than the A 
samples. The difference between the A and B samples are their positions in the BAK, with A being on 
the right side of B, closer to the gallium source and B being the middle sample (There is also a C 
sample, but this sample was not used in the PID experiments). This seemingly small difference gives 
significant variation in PID behavior and show the sensitivity of the degradation to fabrication 
conditions. From composition and thickness characterization as well as initial cell efficiency, there is 
no significant difference between the A and B samples. 
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Figure 4.2.  Diagram showing the degradation differed between sample 2A and 2B (table 3.1). 

Second experiment showed that the Na seems to be accumulating at the interfaces of the different 
layers (figure 4.3). In the interfaces between two materials there are more defects where the Na (and 
possibly oxygen) can settle down. It also showed that there is more Na in the CIGS after degradation 
(which is to be expected) but also more Na after recovery to full efficiency as compared to initial 
concentration.  

Figure 4.3. GDOES diagram of the Na distribution in sample GDOES1Base from table 3.2. The blue curve 
corresponds to the initial Na distribution of the sample. The red curve corresponds to Na distribution after the 
sample has been degraded to almost 0% efficiency and the green curve corresponds to the sample being fully 

recovered. 
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Some cells showed improvement after the PID process compared to their initial values. This suggests 
that the Na distribution after PID is beneficial for the cells in some cases. This effect seems to be most 
prominent in cells where the FF was low (table 4.1 and figure 4.4, 4.5). The increase for the high FF 
cells was mainly in Jsc and for the low FF cells was mainly in FF. 

Table 4.1. Electrical characteristics of CIGS cells.  

Cell PID Voc [V] Jsc [mA/cm2] FF [%] Eta [%] 
High FF 

cell 
Before: 0,61 29,67 78,63 14,23 
After: 0,62 30,39 77,25 14,55 

Low FF 
cell 

Before: 0,605 30,05 66,55 12,11 

After: 0,619 30,9 76,11 14,55 

Figure 4.4. IV curve before (blue) and after recovery (green) for the high FF cell 
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Figure 4.5. IV curve before (blue) and after recovery (green) for the low FF cell 

4.2 Buffer and Window Layer 

IV-measurements of the samples from table 3.3, before PID, after degradation, after the buffer and 
window layer were re-deposited showed a significant improvement compared to the fully 
degraded references (figure 4.6). This points to that part of the total degradation of CIGS solar 
cells, is happening in those layers or that the etching plays a role in the recovery by e.g. restoring 
the interface. 

Figure 4.6. Diagram showing the CIGS efficiency during the PID process for the samples without grids in table 
3.3 compared to their reference samples. The samples without grids could not be measured at 0 h due to 

lack of grid. 
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The PID result from the samples with a Zn(O,S) buffer layer compared to  samples with a CdS buffer 
layer (table 3.4) shows that  the Zn(O,S) samples might never fully recover (figure 4.7).  

Figure 4.7. The effect of PID on cells with Zn(OS) (red) compared to CdS (blue) buffer layer. 

4.3 Barrier Layer 

The experiment showed that CIGS cells with Al2O3-barrier recovered faster and had their efficiency 
improved more than their references (figure 4.8, table 4.2). The increase in efficiency might be due 
to the CIGS crystals that are grown with the Al2O3-barrier have less Na than the baseline, and 
highly efficient CIGS require a sufficient amount of Na of about 0,1 at.% [15].  

Figure 4.8. Diagram showing difference in recovery time and efficiency gain for samples with a barrier layer 
at the back contact and standard reference samples  
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Table 4.2 Shows the increase in the parameters Voc, Jsc, FF and Eff, from before PID to after PID for both 
baseline (reference) and Al2O3-barrier layer 

Reference Al2O3-barrier layer 
PID Voc [V] Jsc [mA/cm2] FF [%] Eff [%] Voc [V] Jsc [mA/cm2] FF [%] Eff [%] 
Before 0,6055 29,59 77,875 13,865 0,583 30,215 77,035 13,58 
After 0,6195 30,415 76,645 14,425 0,6155 31,2 79,105 15,24 

Interestingly enough, when the same Al2O3-barrier cells were put through the PID cycle again, the 
time it took for them to fully degrade was 3 times as long as the normal baseline cells (figure 4.9). 
The baseline cells did not show an increase in degradation time after a second PID cycle. 

Figure 4.9. Second PID cycle for Al2O3-barrier and reference sample as compared to first PID cycle of the 
same Al2O3-barrier samples. 

GDOES measurements (figure 4.10) showed that the Na distribution in Al2O3-barrier cells was 
similar to baseline cells (figure 4.3). It is again shown that there is more Na after recovery than 
before PID.  
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Figure 4.10. GDOES diagram of the Na distribution in the Al2O3 barrier layer sample from table 3.5. Blue curve is 
the initial Na distribution before PID degradation, red curve for fully degraded state and green curve after 

recovery to more than full efficiency. 

5. Discussion and Conclusion

The purpose of this thesis was to increase the understanding of PID and try to find potential solutions
to the problem.

In order to investigate the root cause of the potential induced degradation a number of samples with
different properties were investigated:

• Samples deposited onto substrates, where the substrate thickness varied from 1 to 2 mm.

• Samples with different CIGS thicknesses (1 and 2 μm)

• Samples with different buffer (window) layers (CdS compared to Zn(O,S))

• Samples with a layer acting as a Na barrier between the Mo and the CIGS layer with nano-
sized openings as electrical contact points

Samples were investigated prior to and after degradation using both electro-optical as well as 
compositional measurements. Samples were also measured after reversing the PID voltage, where 
they were observed to recover some or most of their initial efficiency and even in few cases to exceed 
the initial efficiency. 

The substrate thickness was found to play some role, which is expected since the voltage was 50 V for 
both 1 and 2 mm glass. Thereby the electric field contributing to Na migration through the glass was 
for a 2 mm glass substrate was only half of that for a 1 mm glass. The CIGS layer thickness was found 
to have some influence on the dynamics of both degradation and recovery. This indicates that the 
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diffusion from the glass substrate through the CIGS layer is important. This seems to indicate that 
normal diffusion mechanics are involved when it comes to diffusion in CIGS. The low temperature in 
which the diffusion occurs in suggests that the major part of the diffusion takes place in the grain 
boundaries [16].   

There was a clear difference in the recovery behavior between samples with a CdS buffer and samples 
with a Cd-free Zn(O,S) buffer layer, where the CdS buffered samples recovered and the Zn(O,S) 
samples did not recover. To completely understand this, more analyses are needed, but the results 
could be caused by a more permanent damage in the case of Zn(O,S) possibly caused by a chemical 
reaction catalyzed by Na. It was also shown that part of the degradation might also be taking place in 
the window layer. More studies should be conducted to discover which of the two layers is affected 
the most, or if both are affected. 

An Al2O3-barrier layer between the Mo layer and the CIGS layer decreased the degradation velocity. It 
is important to note that this barrier is not subject to any electric field during the PID. Thus it may act 
as a pure diffusion barrier. If placed between the glass and the Mo layer, this layer would be within 
the electric field and possibly be less effective as diffusion barrier. 

GDOES analysis revealed a clear increase of the Na concentration in degraded cells, especially at 
interfaces and in the CIGS film close to the interface to the buffer layer. Thus it is easy to conclude 
that the degradation mechanism is closely related to the increased levels of Na. However, an 
increased level of Na was noted in cells where the PID voltage was reversed and where the cells had 
recovered to almost the initial efficiency. Therefore we conclude that the concentration of Na is not 
directly coupled to the degradation, but that other factors are also playing a role for the degradation 
mechanism. 

This study showed a large spread in degradation behavior between different cells on the same 
sample, but also between different samples. One example is the difference between position A and 
position B samples, which come from the same CIGS run and where there is no measurable difference 
between the samples, neither in efficiency, nor composition prior to PID. From this it is concluded 
that also subtle differences in sample preparation can play a role for the dynamics of the degradation.  

In addition a second cycle PID was found to be slower for one set of samples in the test. It is not clear 
if this is a general trend, but if the degradation can be reversed, e.g. by applying a voltage during night 
time, this may be a solution of the problem. 

Al2O3-barrier layer between the Mo back contact and the CIGS proved to be effective in prolonging 
the degradation time (up to 3 times). Since solar cells out in the field can spontaneously recover out 
in the field, this increase in degradation time might be enough to solve the PID problem. 

The most interesting finding was that CIGS cells could be improved with PID cycling. This was 
especially noticed in cases where it was suspected that the cells did not have an optimum amount of 
Na in their initial state. Addition of Na by migration from the soda lime glass thereby increased the 
doping of the CIGS and thereby the solar cell efficiency.  The effect was most prevalent in CIGS cells 
with an Al2O3 barrier layer. 
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6. Outlook 

Suggestions to further studies: 

• Testing more alternative buffer and window layers. 

• Further studies with barrier layers. 

• Evaluate if post-fabrication Na distribution is viable for CIGS solar cells production line. 

• Test other alkali metals such as Li and K. 
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